Abstract: Lubricated poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK) and polyamide (PA46)–steel tribosystems were investigated. They show a complex but systematic transition behavior from static to boundary friction, to dynamic friction or to mixed-lubrication. Nonstandard macroscopic oscillatory tribometry as well as gliding experiments were carried out. A previous study showed that the surface and interfacial energies of PEEK, lubricant and steel can indicate trends in the tribological behavior. In the current study, these findings are confirmed for PA46 and a wider range of lubricants. It was shown that a reversal of the order of the work of spreading of two lubricants by switching from PEEK to PA46 as polymer component in the tribological system also resulted in a reversal of the coefficient of friction (COF) at low gliding velocities for these systems. The adhesion threshold of PA46 with the non-spreading lubricants water, glycerine, a water–glycerine mixture, ethylene glycol and poly-1-decene decreased with increasing solving tendency of the lubricants in contrast to the previous results for spreading lubricants for PEEK. Furthermore, the onset of forced wetting was studied for lubricants with different surface and interfacial energies and viscosities \( \eta \). In general, a \( 1/\eta \) dependency was observed for the velocity which marks the onset of forced wetting. This agrees with theoretical models.
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1. Introduction

Tribologically loaded components that are used in mechanical engineering or in the automotive industry can be made from thermoplastic polymers in order to obtain light weight and energy efficient products or components which exhibit a superior performance with respect to noise, vibration and harshness. The use of polymers in tribological applications requires however a profound understanding of the friction and wear behavior of polymers \cite{1}. In particular the tribology of lubricated polymer-steel contacts is complex and remains an area of active research. The complexity partially arises from the interaction of polymer, lubricant and the steel frictional partner. The observation of polymer transfer \cite{2} and the “temperature hot spots” \cite{3} of the polymer during frictional loading in lubricated systems indicate that adhesive friction contributes to the tribology of polymers. Physico-chemical interactions between the frictional partners play an important role in particular in the area “left of the Stribeck curve” \cite{4}, i.e., in the boundary friction regime. In turn, experimental techniques which focus on the tribological behavior in the boundary friction regime can
yield some insight into the influence of the physico-chemical characteristics of the frictional partners on the tribology of the system.

In a recent study [5], the transition from static to dynamic boundary friction of lubricated poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK)–steel contacts was investigated with oscillatory tribometry and the recording of Stribeck curves ranging from very low to moderate gliding velocities. The tribological measurements were accompanied by measurements of the surface and interfacial energies of the tribological partners. The results of this study suggest that differences in the tribological behavior that were observed for two different ester-based lubricants can be explained by differences in the surface and interfacial energies. The system where the lubricant has a higher tendency of spread into the tribological contact exhibits a lower coefficient of friction at very low gliding speeds. The system where the lubricant showed a stronger tendency to “solve” the polymer surface and, thus, make the polymer chains near the surface more mobile, shows an enhanced adhesive friction and prolonged stiction-phase prior to the onset of gliding.

In the current paper, we want to investigate whether or not the approach to explain the tribological behavior of lubricated polymer–steel systems with surface and interfacial energies is feasible for a broader range of polymers and lubricants. In addition to PEEK, a thermoplastic polymer with higher polar component of the surface energy, poly(amide) 46 (PA46), was studied. The lubricants included in addition to the previously investigated pentaerythrite ester (PEEs) and trimellitic acid ester (TAEs) were poly(1-decene) as a non-polar lubricant, and water, glycerine and ethylene glycol as polar lubricants. With this selection of polymers and lubricants, a situation where no spontaneous spreading of the lubricant into the tribological contact occurs can be investigated. We can therefore address the question of whether or not the findings of the previous study [6] on spreading systems also apply for non-spreading systems: do we observe a correlation between the coefficient of friction (COF) at low gliding velocities and the magnitude of the work $W_{\text{spreading}}$, which describes the tendency of the lubricant to enter the tribological contact? Does the adhesion threshold measured in the oscillatory tribometry also correlate for non-spreading systems with the magnitude of the work $W_{\text{solving}}$, which was interpreted in the previous paper [6] as the tendency of the lubricant to enter into the surface layer of the polymer and to mobilize the chains?

In particular, we want to test whether or not the order of the COF at low gliding velocities are reversed if we reverse the order of the work $W_{\text{solving}}$. The latter is the case if we change from a PEEK–steel tribosystem to a PA46-steel tribosystem if PEEs and TAEs are used as lubricants. Furthermore, would a reversal of the COF also be observed if the non-spreading lubricants ethylene glycole and glycerine are used? The ranking of the spreading energies $W_{\text{spreading}}$ would suggest such a result for both cases.

In addition to the work presented in the previous study [5], we want to study the behavior of the tribological systems at higher gliding velocities. It is well established that the viscosity of the lubricant has a crucial effect on the frictional behavior of lubricated systems. The viscosity of water–glycerine mixtures can be varied over several orders of magnitude. By carrying out experiments with different water–glycerine mixtures we can potentially distinguish tribological regimes which are dominated by a forced wetting of the tribological contact and thus by the viscosity of the lubricant from tribological regimes that are dominated by the surface and interfacial energies of their constituents.

2. Motivation and Scientific Background

The experimental studies discussed in the current paper focus mainly on the effect of lubricants on the adhesive contact and the adhesive friction between thermoplastic polymers and a smooth steel frictional partner. The adhesive friction of polymers arises from the continuous forming and breaking of adhesive bonds between the two gliding partners. This process was described by Schallamach as a thermally driven rate process. Schallamach’s model [6] for adhesive friction results in a coefficient of friction (COF) which initially grows monotonously with increasing gliding velocity. The COF reaches a maximum value at a specific gliding velocity and decreases if the gliding velocity is increased.
further. Schallamach’s model was confirmed experimentally in a range of studies \[7–9\] and refined by, e.g., Singh et al. \[10\]. Since Schallamach’s approach is based on an energy-based description of the slip rate for adhesive processes between the frictional partners (Equation (1)), their surface and interfacial energies can give some insight into the influence of the lubricant on the adhesive friction (Equations (2) and (4)). A good correlation was found for wetting and spreading parameter of lubricated self-pairing contacts for a wide range of lubricants \[11,12\].

Quantities like the work of spreading $W_{\text{spreading}}$ and the work of solving $W_{\text{solving}}$ can be calculated with surface and interfacial energies (Equations (5) and (6)). The determination of surface and interfacial energies of the frictional partners $W_{ij}$ is typically based on contact angle measurements ($i = 1$ refers to the polymer, $i = 2$ to the steel frictional partner and $i = 3$ to the lubricant). The work of adhesion $W_{13}$ can be determined, for instance, with the Young–Dupree equation (Equation (3)) by measuring the contact angle between lubricant and polymer. An alternative approach described by Owens is to determine $W_{13}$ with suitable averages of the polar and dispersive components of the free surface energy $\gamma_{11}$ for the polymer and the cohesive energy $\gamma_{33}$ of the liquid, where the latter are also determined with contact angle measurements, but possibly by using several other liquid–solid combinations than the one for which the work of adhesion is calculated. If there is a strong interaction between the lubricant and the polymer (which is the case, e.g., for water-based lubricants and poly(amide)s), both approaches can yield different results. The ratio of interfacial energy $\gamma_{13}$ determined by Owen’s approach and by a contact angle measurement with the pairing of lubricant and polymer (denoted as $W_{\text{solving}}$) is called the “interaction parameter”. An interaction parameter greater than unity indicates a strong interaction between polymer and lubricant. Equations (1)–(8) summarize the relevant mathematical expressions; for a detailed description of the approach we refer to an earlier publication \[5\].

\[
f = f_0 e^{-\frac{E + W + \Omega}{k_B T}}
\]

\[
\gamma_{ii} = \frac{W_{ii}}{2}
\]

\[
\gamma_{33}(1 + \cos \theta) = \gamma_{11} + \gamma_{33} - \gamma_{13} = W_{13}
\]

\[
W_{13} = 2\sqrt{\gamma_{11}^p \gamma_{33}^p} + 2\sqrt{\gamma_{11}^d \gamma_{33}^d}
\]

\[
W_{\text{spreading}} = W_{12} + W_{33} - W_{13} - W_{23}
\]

\[
W_{\text{solving}} \leq \frac{1}{2}W_{11} + \frac{1}{2}W_{33} - W_{13}
\]

\[
\frac{W_{\text{solving}}}{\gamma_{13}} \sim W_{12}/\eta
\]

Schallamach’s model for adhesive friction can describe the velocity dependence of the COF over a wide range of gliding velocities. At the transition from static friction to very low gliding velocities, additional effects have to be included in the interaction between the frictional partners in order to be able to explain the velocity dependence of the COF. For some systems, a COF which initially decreases with increasing gliding velocity is observed. This behavior was observed at the transition from static to dynamic friction, e.g., metal on metal, paper on paper and, in a recent study, for lubricated polymer on steel \[5\] tribological contacts. The variety of tribological systems suggests these systems do not share a common type of “microscopic mechanism” that causes the development of the COF at low velocities. The behavior at low velocities is governed by a rather universal process. The “rate-and-state” theory of Dieterich and Ruina takes the “state of the contact area” into account and assumes an aging process of the contact area \[13,14\]. The resulting friction laws exhibit an initial decrease of the COF with increasing sliding velocity, until a minimum COF is reached. Putelat et al. identified for several tribological systems the microphysical mechanisms which cause the aging process of the contact area \[15\].
The range of velocities for which Schallamach’s model for adhesive friction can be applied also has a limit at high velocities for lubricated systems. When the gliding velocity of lubricated systems is increased further after the maximum of the COF is reached and the COF decreases in the mixed lubrication regime, a minimum and subsequent increase of the COF marks the onset of the hydrodynamic friction. The frictional partners are separated by the lubricant, and the viscous response of the lubricant results in increase of the COF with increasing sliding velocities. This behavior is also observed for non-spreading lubricants, i.e., for lubricants which from a purely energetic point of view would not enter the tribological contact. If a critical velocity $v_c = W_{12}/\eta$ is reached, “forced wetting” is observed, where the lubricant enters the interface between polymer and steel, the adhesive contact is lost and the system enters the mixed lubrication regime.

The experiments described in the current paper focus on a study of the COF for different velocity and lubrication regimes. From an applied perspective, it would be desirable to be able to draw conclusions from this type of measurement on the wear behavior of lubricated thermoplastic polymers. The wear of polymers can be approached on a fundamental level as the interaction of cohesive and interfacial wear [16]. The abrasive effect of the frictional partner of the polymer needs to be described on the one hand by the mechanical characteristics of the polymer and on the other hand by the surface structure of the frictional partner and the occurring local pressure, resulting in different “modes of interaction”, i.e., smoothing, ploughing or cutting [17–19]. Ultimately, the tribological interactions need to be viewed as a highly dynamic process, where, e.g., local heating of the polymer by the frictional power changes its mechanical characteristics (up to a local melting) and the transfer of the polymer to the frictional partner changes the structure and property of the contact partner. Only few research works focus on the influence of lubricants on the above-mentioned effects. These publications describe the influence of chemistry [20], partial wetting [21,22] and the applicability of different experimental methods in order to study the phenomena [23,24].

Despite the complexity of the tribology of lubricated polymers, the adhesive interaction between polymer and frictional partner generally occurs either by the contact of the polymer with a “smooth” frictional partner, or by the local contact of the polymer with the asperities of a “rough” frictional partner. As a result, studies of the adhesive friction of lubricated polymers with “smooth” surfaces can potentially yield some insight into some aspects of the friction of lubricated polymers with rough surfaces.

3. Materials and Methods

If not stated otherwise, all data refer to properties at 25 °C and experiments were done at 25 °C.

3.1. Materials

Tribological experiments were conducted on a lubricated poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK)–or polyamide (PA46)–steel tribosystem. Unfilled PEEK450sf (PEEK) was obtained from Ensinger GmbH (Nufringen, Germany) and unfilled Stanyl (PA46) was obtained from Schmidt + Bartl GmbH (Villingen-Schwenningen, Germany). In addition, unfilled PEEK KetaSpire® KT-880 NT from Albis Plastic GmbH (Hamburg, Germany) was used for some experiments. A 100Cr6 steel ball that was integrated in the tribometer was used as tribological partner. Pentaerythrite ester (PEEs), trimellitic acid ester (TAEs) and synthetic base oil (PAO, viscosity $\eta = 117$ mPa·s at 25 °C) were obtained from Klüber Lubrication München SE & Co. KG (München, Germany). Furthermore, Ethylene Glycol (Fluka, München, Germany), Glycerine (Carl Roth GmbH + Co KG, Karlsruhe, Germany), and Poly(1-decene) (VWR International GmbH, Bruchsal, Germany) were purchased and used as lubricating media. By doing so, two groups of liquids with comparable viscosity were obtained. One group is representing industrial base oils and the other group widely used obtainable chemicals covering a broad spectrum of cohesive energies being nonpolar or highly polar. The PEEK and PA46 samples were prepared in the form of rectangular plates (6 × 3 × 15 mm) which were cut from tapered tensile test specimens (PEEK) or from molding plates (PA46).
3.2. Tribological Experiments

Ball-on-plate experiments were used to record a Stribeck curve and carry out oscillatory tribological experiments. A rotational rheometer developed by Anton Paar GmbH was used which was equipped with a tribological measuring unit. In this way, very low velocities and deflections ($1 \times 10^{-4} \text{ mm/s}$) can be obtained via a rotation of polished steel ball. To achieve stable and reproducible system conditions a testing sequence was applied to form a run-in situation [5]. Conducting the oscillatory experiments in this range of sliding speeds (oscillatory mode) makes it possible to record friction data in the static friction and boundary-lubrication regimes. In the continuous gliding mode (Stribeck mode), conventional unidirectional rotational experiments are conducted with steadily increasing gliding speeds ranging from $1 \times 10^{-4} \text{ mm/s}$ to $1.4 \times 10^{3} \text{ mm/s}$. Stribeck mode experiments collect friction data in the boundary-lubrication and mixed-lubrication friction regimes. For a detailed description of the experimental set-up, we refer to the previous study [5].

3.3. Contact Angle Measurements

The sessile drop method of 2 μL droplets on the samples was used on a contact angle measurement device produced by Data Physics GmbH. Three standard liquids (water [25], ethylene glycol [25] and diiodomethane [26]) were used to characterize the unknown surface and interfacial energies. The droplet profile is recognized and recorded by the instrument’s software and the contact angle is calculated automatically. All the calculations and interpolations were carried out according to the Equations (3)–(8). Again, a detailed description of the procedure was given in the previous study [5].

4. Results

4.1. Contact Angle Measurements and Interaction Energies

All the calculations and interpolations were carried out according to the procedure described by Wahed et al. [5] and the resulting energies were calculated (Table 1). The robustness of the standard regression method of surface and cohesive energies was increased by including float glass and Mg–PSZ (magnesia partially stabilized zirconia) ceramic surfaces as additional materials and fitting all parameters in all equations in one attempt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lubricant</th>
<th>Viscosity at 25 °C [mPa·s]</th>
<th>Contact Angle on Steel [°]</th>
<th>PA46</th>
<th>PEEK 450sf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>At 25 °C</td>
<td>$W_{\text{spreading}}$ [mN/m]</td>
<td>$W_{\text{solving}}$ [mN/m]</td>
<td>$W_{\text{solving}}/\gamma_{13}$ [mN/m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pentaerythrite ester (PEEs)</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trimellitic acid ester (TAEs)</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethylene glycol</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>−22.8</td>
<td>27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glycerine</td>
<td>1420</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% water, 70% glycerine</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>−0.9</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poly(1-decene)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Static Friction and the Onset of Gliding

An essential question for the study of the transition from static to dynamic friction is the detection of the onset of gliding. A continuous experiment shows an unstable friction behavior when gliding is initiated. By using an oscillatory deflection method, the transition can be monitored by a sequence of transition events and one can distinguish between the elastic and viscous response of the system. The evolution of the phase shift between deflection and gliding response can be estimated. For polymer–lubricant systems with an interaction parameter $W_{\text{solving}}/\gamma_{13}$ close to unity, typically a well-defined transition between static and dynamic friction is observed. Systems with an interaction parameter larger than unity (e.g., PA46 and water) show a complex and more gradual transition from
sticking to gliding, which is indicative for the interaction of the lubricant and the polymer surface. For these cases, the definition of an adhesion threshold is, for some experiments, somewhat ambiguous. Using a data acquisition rate of 10 data points per decade the loading torque was increased on a logarithmic scale and the oscillation frequency was 1 Hz.

For PEEK [6] and PA46, the two ester oils TAEs and PEEs were tested in comparison with the non-lubricated, “dry” system. For PEEK [5] the previous study showed that the oscillations with amplitude less than 1 µm at a frequency of 1 Hz show an elastic behavior. This is also observed for PA46. All measurements showed an increase of the loss factor tan δ to values above one, when the amplitude was increased further after a maximum value of the tangential force was reached. This indicates that either the thermoplastic polymer or the contact starts exhibiting a viscoelastic behavior. In the previous paper [5], it was already concluded that this marks the onset of gliding, which is the beginning of the “state behavior” of the rate-and-state model for the dry and lubricated PEEK–steel tribosystem.

The PEEK–steel and PA46–steel tribosystems show different spreading tendencies for the two ester-based oils PEEs and TAEs. Whereas the ester oils are spreading lubricants, for the PEEK–steel combination, the same lubricants do not spread readily into the PA46–steel tribological contact. When comparing the ratio of friction force and normal force (F_r/F_n) at the onset of gliding for the dry and lubricated tribosystem, we observe that the lubricants reduce the transversal force where the onset of gliding is observed with respect to the dry contact when they are able to spread into the tribological contact. In the non-spreading PA46–steel system, the same lubricants do not result in a lower F_r/F_n ratio at the onset of gliding; in fact, we observe slightly higher F_r/F_n ratios for the lubricated system (Figure 1). The adhesive contact of the non-spreading system also results in an elongated stiction phase exhibiting a gradual transition from static to dynamic friction over several decades of the displacement rate s·f. (s: amplitude of ball surface displacement, f: frequency of oscillation was 1 Hz) (see Figure 1, right hand side).

![Figure 1](image-url)  
**Figure 1.** The storage part of the ratio of tangential and normal loading or coefficient of friction vs. sliding of PEEK and PA46 against steel 100Cr6 in dry (grey) and lubricated condition with PEEs (red, pentaerythrite ester) and TAEs (black, trimellitic acid ester). The experiments were conducted in the oscillatory mode under a normal force of 9 N resulting in an elastic spherical contact with Hertzian pressure of 47 MPa and a temperature of 25 °C.

When the adhesive contact is not lost by a lubricant film which enters the interface between polymer and tribological partner, the lubricant might nevertheless alter the characteristics of the surface layer of the polymer when it is able to migrate into the surface and mobilizes the polymer chains. In the earlier work [5] we suggested that \( W_{\text{solving}} \) is an indication for the tendency of a lubricant to mobilize the polymer chains close to the surface of the tribological contact.
Figure 2 shows the transition from static friction to gliding for the PA46–steel tribosystem under not-lubricated (dry) conditions and lubricated with five different non-spreading lubricants. For all cases we can therefore assume an intact adhesive contact between PA46 and the steel frictional partner at low displacement rates. A monotonous increase of the ratio $F_r/F_n$ up to a maximum value is observed which corresponds to the adhesion threshold. The differences in the friction behavior, represented by $F_r/F_n$, correlate with the value of $W_{\text{solving}}$ which is obtained for the combination of PA46 and the lubricant. Among the lubricated systems, the highest positive $W_{\text{solving}}$ value is assigned to the glycerine–PA46 system, which features the highest adhesion threshold prior to sliding. The lowest negative $W_{\text{solving}}$ value is assigned to the water curve, which shows the most steadily increasing static friction and the lowest adhesion threshold prior to sliding. For the other lubricants, the ranking of the adhesion thresholds correlates well with the magnitude of $W_{\text{solving}}$. The $F_r/F_n$ vs. $s\cdot f$ curves of systems which show an increased interaction parameter (i.e., PA46/water and PA46/water–glycerine) exhibit in the double-logarithmic representation a cross-over to a line with a smaller slope.

Figure 2. The ratio of tangential and normal loading or coefficient of friction vs. sliding of PA46 against steel 100Cr6 in dry (grey) and lubricated conditions. The experiments were conducted in the oscillatory mode under a normal force of 9 N resulting in an elastic spherical contact with Hertzian pressure of 47 MPa and a temperature of 25 °C.

4.3. Dry Boundary Friction, Forced Wetting, Lubricated Boundary Friction and Mixed Lubrication

In contrast to the oscillatory mode experiments, the Stribeck experiments are true gliding tests. In these tests, the development of the COF with increasing sliding velocity is recorded. The velocities for which the COF was recorded were chosen at equidistant intervals on a logarithmic velocity scale. In order to determine the COF, the velocity was kept constant for one second during which the data were acquired.
In the previous work [5], PEEK lubricated with PEEs and TAEs was studied. The spreading energy $W_{\text{spreading}}$ is negative for these lubricants, i.e., the system gains energy when the lubricants spread into the tribological contact. When comparing the lubricated systems with the non-lubricated, dry system, the lubricants result in a significant decrease of the COF. The lubricant with the higher tendency to invade the interface between PEEK and steel showed the lower dynamic friction (see Figure 3). Due to the tendency of the oils to spread spontaneously into the PEEK–steel interface, a smooth transition from the adhesion threshold to gliding was recorded.

PA46, steel and the lubricants PEEs and TAEs are non-spreading systems, i.e., the lubricants do not spread readily into the tribological contact. When analyzing the tribological behavior of these systems, no reduction of the COF with respect to the “dry” system is observed for slow sliding velocities in the range of 0.1–5 mm/s; in fact, for velocities up to 1 mm/s we observe a slight increase of the COF for the lubricated systems. As for the spreading systems, the ranking of the COF for the non-spreading lubricated systems corresponds to the order of $W_{\text{spreading}}$, i.e., the lubricant with the lower value of $W_{\text{spreading}}$ shows the lower COF. A comparison with the PEEK–steel tribosystem shows that the reversal of the order of $W_{\text{spreading}}$ of the lubricants for the PA46–steel tribosystem results in a reversal of the order of the COF for these lubricants. Since PEEs and TAEs have similar viscosities, differences in $W_{\text{spreading}}$ strongly influence the differences in the COF of these systems.

![Figure 3. Friction coefficient vs. sliding speed for PEEK and PA46 against steel 100Cr6 in dry (grey) and a lubricated condition with PEEs (red, pentaerythrite ester) and TAEs (black, trimellitic acid ester). The experiments were conducted in the Strubeck mode under a normal force of 9 N resulting in an elastic spherical contact with Hertzian pressure of 47 MPa and temperature of 25 °C.](image)

The PEEK systems studied in the previous work [5] exhibited a steady decrease of the COF until a minimum value of the COF was reached at approximately 1 mm/s for the dry system and 3 mm/s (TAEs) or 30 mm/s (PEEs) for the lubricated systems. Considering the low velocities, the applied pressure (47 MPa) and the viscosity of the lubricants, we concluded that it is unlikely that the minima of the COF mark the transition from mixed to hydrodynamic lubrication. The initial decrease of the COF was associated with an “aging” of the state of the PEEK–steel interface as it is described in abstract terms by the rate-and-state models. For the PA46–steel interface, the development of the COF does not show features which allow a distinction of the “state” behavior and the behavior in the mixed lubrication regime.

The observation that the use of non-spreading lubricants resulted for low sliding velocities in a higher COF compared with the “dry” system and that the order of the COF corresponds to the value of $W_{\text{spreading}}$ can be confirmed for the PEEK–steel and PA46–steel combination if the lubricants ethylene glycol and glycerine are used (see Figure 4). Both lubricants show a markedly different tendency to spread (the difference in spreading energy for these lubricants amounts to one-quarter of the cohesion energy of the lubricants), and both lubricants result in non-spreading systems for the PEEK–steel and PA46–steel combinations. Due to the high dynamic viscosity of glycerine, the onset of the hydrodynamic lubrication regime lies for both polymers within the range of sliding velocities
which were studied in the experiments. The onset of the hydrodynamic regime of the PEEK–steel system occurs at a slower sliding speed than for the PA46–steel system \((v = 10 \text{ mm/s} \text{ for PEEK–steel, } v = 100 \text{ mm/s for PA46–steel})\). The higher tendency of glycerine to mobilize the polymer chains at the PA46 surface (PEEK: \(W_{\text{solving}} = 7.5 \text{ mN/m} \); PA46: \(W_{\text{solving}} = 5.4 \text{ mN/m} \)) can potentially explain the shift of the onset of the hydrodynamic regime. A softer surface area with more mobile polymer chains can possibly account for the delayed total separation of the friction partners by the formation of a lubricant film.

By mixing the lubricants water and glycerine in different ratios, it is possible to prepare lubricants with viscosities which can vary by three orders of magnitude. In order to investigate the influence of the viscosity on the onset of the hydrodynamic regime, the PA46–steel system was studied with three lubricants: water \((\eta = 1 \text{ mPa·s})\), a 30%/70% water/glycerine mixture \((\eta = 20 \text{ mPa·s})\), and glycerine \((\eta = 1420 \text{ mPa·s})\). PA46 and steel form with all three lubricants non-spreading systems. Since the polar component of the cohesive energy is different for the three lubricants, the resulting surface and interfacial energies vary, which should be taken into account when analyzing the tribological experiments. Both oscillatory tribological and Strieberk-type gliding experiments were carried out on the three systems. The oscillatory tribological experiments showed that the transition from static to dynamic friction occurred at displacement rates \(s \cdot f\) ranging from 1 mm/s to 10 mm/s. The height of the adhesion threshold correlates well with the magnitude of \(W_{\text{solving}}\). When assigning a sliding velocity of 1 \(\mu\text{m/s}\) to oscillating amplitudes of 1 \(\mu\text{m}\) at 1 Hz in the oscillatory experiments, both types of experiments can be displayed in a single graph—with the sliding velocity as x-coordinate and the ratio \(F_r/F_n\) or the COF \(\mu\) as y-coordinate. The results for the lubricated PA46–steel systems displayed in Figure 5 show that the values \(F_r/F_n\) at the onset of gliding which were obtained from oscillatory measurements match the values of the COF at very low sliding velocities which were obtained from the Strieberk-type of measurements. As a consequence, the curves obtained from the two types of experiments can be formally joined in a single graph for the studied tribosystems. The velocity where forced wetting of the tribological contact occurs is marked by a sharp decline of the COF. The sharp decline of the COF is followed by a minimum of the COF which corresponds to the onset of the hydrodynamic friction which can be identified for the two lubricants with the higher viscosities. The onset of the forced lubrication agrees very well with the theoretical \(1/\eta\) dependency.

Figure 4. Friction coefficient vs. sliding speed for PEEK and PA46 against steel 100Cr6 dry (grey) and lubricated. The experiments were conducted in the Strieberk mode at 25 °C applying a normal force of 9 N which results in an elastic spherical contact with a Hertzian pressure of 47 MPa.
In addition, the $1/\eta$ dependence of the velocity which marks the onset of the wetting of the tribological contact was tested for the PEEK–steel tribological contact lubricated with synthetic base oil (PAO). In these experiments, the viscosity of the lubricant was varied by increasing the temperature of the system, thus, decreasing the viscosity of the oil. Experiments were carried out at 25 °C and 175 °C, for two different normal forces ($F = 3 \text{ N}$ and $F = 9 \text{ N}$). The viscosity of the lubricant was determined from data obtained from the manufacturer. Again, the $1/\eta$ dependence of the velocity that marks the onset of the wetting of the contact was confirmed, see Figure 6. The temperature and pressure variation have no significant influence on the COF at low sliding velocities: at $v = 0.1 \text{ mm/s}$, a COF slightly above 0.1 is observed.

In addition, the $1/\eta$ dependence of the velocity which marks the onset of the wetting of the tribological contact was tested for the PEEK–steel tribological contact lubricated with synthetic base oil (PAO). In these experiments, the viscosity of the lubricant was varied by increasing the temperature of the system, thus, decreasing the viscosity of the oil. Experiments were carried out at 25 °C and 175 °C, for two different normal forces ($F = 3 \text{ N}$ and $F = 9 \text{ N}$). The viscosity of the lubricant was determined from data obtained from the manufacturer. Again, the $1/\eta$ dependence of the velocity that marks the onset of the wetting of the contact was confirmed, see Figure 6. The temperature and pressure variation have no significant influence on the COF at low sliding velocities: at $v = 0.1 \text{ mm/s}$, a COF slightly above 0.1 is observed.

This observation is in contrast to results for the non-lubricated PEEK–steel system: Figure 7 shows the results of oscillatory tribology and Stribeck-mode experiments at different normal forces and temperatures. The results of the two types of experiments were combined in one graph similar to the approach taken in Figure 5. When increasing the normal force at $T = 25 \degree C$, a decrease in the COF was observed as it is expected for the adhesive contact of a low-modulus frictional partner: the “real” contact area does not increase proportional to the increasing normal force for polymeric materials. When increasing the temperature from $T = 25 \degree C$ to $T = 175 \degree C$ one would in general expect an increase of the real contact area due to the softening of the polymer and, thus, a higher value of the COF. The experimental results show the opposite: the COF decreases with increasing temperature. This behavior can be explained with the rate-and-state model which assumes a thermally activated rate process for the slipping motion. The lowering of the COF for higher temperatures agrees well with the increased thermal activation of the slipping process which reduces the life-time of the “bonded” state. This clearly visible systematic change could not be found in the experiments with a lubricant which spreads into the tribological contact (see Figure 6).
5. Discussion

5.1. Static Friction and the Onset of Gliding

In the previous paper [6] we concluded that higher values for the work of solving result in higher values for the static friction’s adhesion threshold for moderately spreading lubricants. In the current work we focus on non-spreading systems. When using the same oils (TAEs and PEEs) as lubricants for PA46 we obtain a non-spreading system with a similar ranking of $W_{\text{solving}}$: in both cases $W_{\text{solving}}$ (TAEs) reduces the life-time of the “bonded” state. This clearly visible systematic change could not be found in the experiments with a lubricant which spreads into the tribological contact (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Friction coefficient vs. sliding speed for PEEK (KT880 in this case) against steel 100Cr6 lubricated with PAO (synthetic base oil) $T = 25^\circ C$ and $T = 175^\circ C$. The experiments were conducted in the Stribeck-mode applying a normal force of 3 N and 9 N which results in an elastic spherical contact with Hertzian pressure of 33 MPa - 47 MPa.

Figure 7. The ratio of tangential and normal loading or coefficient of friction and the friction coefficient vs. sliding of PEEK against steel 100Cr6 without lubrication. The experiments were conducted in the oscillatory mode and in the Stribeck mode at 25 $^\circ C$ (left hand side) applying a normal force of 3 N, 9 N and 27 N and at 25 $^\circ C$ and 170 $^\circ C$ applying a normal force of 9N (right hand side).
is approximately 5% larger than $W_{\text{solving}}$ (PEEs). The results for PA46 hint that we observe the opposite tendency for non-spreading systems: the adhesion threshold decreases with increasing $W_{\text{solving}}$. When non-spreading systems with different levels of the spreading energy $W_{\text{spreading}} > 0$ were studied, this finding was confirmed: a higher solving tendency (i.e., lower values for $W_{\text{solving}}$) and an increased interaction parameter typically resulted in a reduced friction and elasticity. A plasticizing or softening of the surface of the thermoplastic polymer can possibly explain the trends in the tribological behavior observed for lubricants with higher solving tendencies: a “softer” surface will result in less resistance if asperities of the steel surface are moved through the polymer surface. This effect should be quite pronounced for water-based lubricants since it is well known that water acts as a plasticizer for PA46 and can be sorbed by the polymer bulk.

5.2. Dry Boundary Friction, Forced Wetting, Lubricated Boundary Friction and Mixed Lubrication

The finding of the previous study that the tendency of a lubricant to spread into the tribological contact is indicative for the COF at low sliding velocities (the “rate-and-state” part of the Stribeck curve of lubricated PEEK) could be confirmed for non-spreading systems. In particular it was shown that a reversal of the ranking of $W_{\text{spreading}}$ when switching from PEEK to PA46 as frictional partner resulted in a reversal of the order of the COF at low sliding velocities. This indicates that the lubricant also influences the non-spreading contact. A possible explanation for this finding could be the sorption of the lubricant to the thermoplastic body and a prolonged stiction phase, or a partial spreading or a forced-wetting cone at the front of the interface and increased friction. In contrast to the lubricated PEEK–steel system with a transient wetting transition, we did not observe a “state-behavior” (i.e., an initial decrease of the COF at low velocities) of the non-spreading systems. The rate-and-state behavior that should be the origin of a friction minimum might be hidden by the transition to forced wetting.

The dependence of the critical velocity for forced wetting or for squeeze out $v \sim 1/\eta$ [21,22] was confirmed at room temperature for PA46 using different viscosities of the water–glycerine system. It was also confirmed for PAO as lubricant for PEEK but when varying the viscosity by temperature variation.

The fundamental aspect of the Arrhenius-activated slip (see Equation (1)) [6] could be verified for dry boundary friction of PEEK by a significant increase in temperature. The friction is reduced for higher temperatures when a thermally increased debonding rate reduces the fraction of polymer chains bonded to the frictional partner.

6. Conclusions

Spontaneous spreading of the lubricant into the contact surface between the tribopartners is expected when the overall transition will form exotherm energy. Therefore, negative values for work-of-spreading $W_{\text{spreading}}$ are expected for spreading systems. This is the case for PEEK and steel: the wetting of the two frictional partners with industrial oil does not need to be forced by, e.g., applying a suitable sliding speed. A positive value for work-of-spreading $W_{\text{spreading}}$ indicates that—from a purely energetic point of view—lubricants will not move into the interface between the frictional partners or, as in the case of the chosen tribological experiments with interference below 100%, will move out the interface. The non-spreading systems typically show an increased COF. Following Schallamach’s approach of mobile polymer chains, which temporarily bond to the frictional partner, polymers can form adhesive junctions to steel and bridge the gap which is formed by the lubricant of a spreading system. In the case of a non-spreading contact, the lubricant could (a) be sorbed into the bulk of the polymer to enter the interface or (b) eventually form an elastic squeeze-out cone at the front side of the gliding interface. All cases will be followed by a change of overall adhesive bonding. The friction interface for spreading or non-spreading contact could undergo a dynamic rupture process from stiction to gliding. This description is often based on local rate-and-state conditions and locally distributed instabilities. Rupture is followed by slipping events with partial intake zones of a lubricant film that add to or subtract from rupture energy.
The concept of the solving tendency of lubricants for thermoplastic polymers was applied for a wider range of lubricants and polymers, and refined for the static friction and the onset of gliding. The sorption of a lubricant into a thermoplastic polymer can increase mobility of the polymer surface, decrease viscoelastic loss and lower the friction by microploughing at rough contact with asperities.

The tendency of a lubricant to spread into the tribological contact determines the reduced friction in the rate-and-state case for lubricating oils, especially for boundary friction, but also for forced wetting and mixed lubrication. The onset of forced wetting depends mainly on the viscosity of the lubricant. The critical velocity for different lubricants is inverse proportional to their viscosity.

The understanding of transitions in the frictional behavior of lubricated contacts (e.g., the transition from stiction to gliding or the onset of forced wetting) is of utmost importance for many applications. Although the macroscopic methods applied in this work do not provide a detailed insight into microscopic mechanisms, their results are in agreement with the corresponding models. The fundamental benefit of the method discussed in this paper is the fairly basic and robust approach to screen systems over a wide range of conditions. From an applied perspective, it is attractive to link state-of-the-art interface theories to experimental approaches which are easy to perform and can find wide-spread use in industry. Possible applications are in drivetrain technology, for bearings and seals.
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